Guide to best practice; dietetic practice
placements in Europe

“a guide to best practice (in English) to illustrate best practice used to support work based learning/practice
placements especially those that encourage diversity of experience will be produced and circulate to partner
HEIs and others on request.

“This project has been funded with
support from the European Commission.
This publication [communication] reflects
the views only of the author,
and the Commission cannot be held
responsible for any use which may
be made of the information contained
therein“.
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1.0 Introduction:
Why a guide is needed
A report published by NCVER (2007) concluded that “while there are many challenges and
possible points of failure, work placements hold tremendous potential. However, this
potential can only be realised where the aims of placements are made clear, environments
are conducive to learning, all participants are adequately equipped and resourced, and
policies and information are clear and encouraging”. Work-based learning in Higher
Education Institutions (HEIs) currently encompasses a range of activities associated with
employability and the workplace (NEF, 2007). Learning in the workplace is commonly
defined as “learning derived from undertaking paid or unpaid work” including learning for
work (e.g. work placements), learning at work (e.g. company in-house training programmes)
and learning through work (professional development). A period of practice based learning
(PBL) is recognised in pre-qualifying dietetic education (Middleton, 2008) linked to higher
education programmes. For example for dietetic students this period of PBL could be in a
clinical environment, the food industry or public health (de Looy et al, 2010).
The significance of a period of PBL cannot be underestimated as it allows demonstration of
the application of theory in the practical setting. As dietetics is largely an applied science
this PBL requires students to demonstrate capability and competence in both the academic
(campus-based) component and the practice component (EFAD, 2005; 2009).
In 2010 de Looy et al showed that nearly all Higher Education Institutes (HEIs) in Europe
preparing dietitians for practice had a practical component in their study programme
although the length of practice placement varied across Europe. The DIETS Report 2
(DIETS, 2009) demonstrated diversity in the length of placements, their frequency and the
various practice based environments in which dietetic students are placed across Europe.
The workplaces used for placements by HEIs are related to the diversity of roles that
dietitians play in their own country (Middleton et al, 2003; Middleton, 2008).
This investigation aims to map the current structure of practice placements identified in
different HEIs across Europe, assess their diversity and make recommendations for practice
placements that can prepare dietitians to meet changing societal needs.
Quality matters
When a student undertakes a period of learning in a placement or work-based environment
the student should have an expectation that the quality of that experience has been
considered and is of equal value to the learning they have experienced within the Higher
3

Education Institution (HEI). Equally the HEI who will award the academic qualification to the
student needs to make sure that the learning being provided by the placement or the work
place is of a high standard and that this learning is productive and meaningful. The
profession of dietetics also needs to be clear that the preparation of the dietetic student for
professional life is being undertaken appropriately. Often the student will be supervised by a
non-dietitian and in these circumstances it is very important that all four partners ie the
student, the HEI, the placement teacher or supervisor and the profession itself are confident
about the learning being undertaken. This can be summarised in this way:

•

that the expected quality of the learning experience is introduced and maintained

•

that the student has an understanding of what is expected of them (eg competence)
and what they, in their turn, can expect

and
•

that the support for the practice placement teacher and/or work-based supervisor is
such that a productive outcome for all the partners is experienced.

Summary and Good Practice in Placement standards
The professional practice of dietetics requires that the student of dietetics demonstrates their
competence. This requires a period of practical experience or work-based learning. But to
ensure that this period(s) is effective standards for those periods of learning are required.
Dietetics cannot be learned solely in a classroom and this presents a challenge to all
involved in the preparation of the future dietetic professional. This guide aims to support a
quality learning experience for all student dietitians.

2.0 The Project pathway
For improving dietitian’s competences it is essential to focus on work-based placement
education. First it is necessary to collect the diversity of work based learning/placements to
embed good and diverse practice.
The results of DIETS1 project provided an important basis for the current work. It was
necessary to:
a) describe, analyse and compare work based/placement learning opportunities (eg
food industry/private enterprise) currently being used to model best practice to
encourage a diversify of dietetic education
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b) collect the supporting documents for reference purposes and to share across Europe,
analyse the practice placement documents against quality indicators to identify best
practice share and disseminate best practice for teaching dietetics in practice
c) provide data for the description of all areas of dietetics practice, education and
training throughout Europe acting as a Benchmark for subsequent work to be
undertaken to monitor improvements in placement opportunities for dietetic students.
The purpose of diversifying placements is to enable the dietitian and the student of dietetics
to experience more enterprising placements which will prepare the workforce better to meet
the demands of Europe 2020 and the Lisbon Strategy.

2.1 How this project was undertaken
a) A workshop entitled ‘Innovative Student Placements’ was organised by the Work
Package 1 (WP1) members during the kick off meeting of DIETS2 in Amsterdam,
December 3rd 2010. Assuming that ‘innovative student placement’ can represent new
and unexplored work placements as well as qualitatively upgraded existing practice
in use of work placements, five questions were presented:
1. What kind of placement do you have?
2. Do you use learning outcomes for practical placement?
3. How do you ensure the quality of the practical placement? Do you have supporting
documents for all parties involved?
4. How do you monitor problems during practical placement?
5. Do you provide training for practice trainers and supervisors?
Discussion groups were monitored by two WP1 members and notes were taken in order to
explore the type of placements used by HEI’s and the presence and quality of any
supporting documents.
2.2 A questionnaire was formulated and data collected was analysed and written as a
paper for publication showing the diversity of placements in use for dietitians in Europe.
Figure 1 shows the diversity. The results have been written into a scientific publication and
are currently with the reviewers (submitted for publication).
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Figure 1

2.3 To develop a database with supporting materials (eg guidelines, evaluation forms,
marketing information) for practice placements which will be used for supporting high quality
learning experience. A user friendly database frame was developed in order to collect
and collate and map existing documents.
The type of placements, the diversity of documents as well as the persons involved in PBL
(placement based learning) were taken into account. The use of categories and
subcategories enabled the implementation of all different kind of supporting documents.
The variety of documents that have been collected underlines the need for a comprehensive
and extensive database frame, and to develop/establish a set of criteria across which
the documents can be evaluated (functioning as a check-list of selection documents
representing best practice).

2.4 Define best practice in placement documents by which the collected documents
could be mapped.
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For this purpose a literature search about standards in practise placement was made using
the keywords:
−

practice placement standards

−

practice placement standards for dietitians

−

practical training, standards, health professionals

−

standards for practical training, education, health professionals

−

quality standards for practice placements

−

practical guidelines, health professionals

The most important documents were collected and used to guide and inform the project.
2.5 Criteria used for assessing practice placement documents
The EFAD (2010) European Dietetic Practice Placement Standards (Appendix 14) were
used. These 18 Standards should be established for all dietetic placements and work-based
learning placements as good practice to ensure the quality of the learning experience while
the student dietitian is on placement.

Overall 13 of the 18 standards were used to assess the documents from Higher Education
Institutes across Europe. Two criteria were subdivided so that data on the diversification of
placements could be captured. They are Criterion 1 and 4. So while only 13 criteria were
chosen to categorise the data it was possible to detect 15 outcomes from the document
inspection. The criteria are given in Table 1 alongside the questions formulated to
interrogate the practice placement documentation.
The documents were allocated to members of the working party and no member assessed
their own institution. Matching was done for language so that all documents submitted could
theoretically be scrutinised.
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Table 1: The criteria1 are the follows:
Number

Standard

Question used when evaluating the
documents
Are there formulated Practice Placement
Learning Outcomes?
− For teachers
− Students
− Placement trainers

1

Learning outcomes must be set
for the practice placement(s) and
must demonstrate how they
contribute to the overall aims for
the programme, normally through
ECTS credit rating.

2

The learning outcomes must be clear to
the practice placement teacher, student
and academic member of staff.

Learning objectives are described in the
Student manual. Or maybe in other type
of document (what kind is it?)

3

The learning outcomes must be
assessed appropriately.

Are there assessment forms for those
learning outcomes? The way of
assessment meets the following criteria:
comparable, repeatable, transparent,
honest and meaningful

4

The Awarding Institution (HEI) is
responsible for the academic standards
and quality of all learning environments
including practice placements.

The HEI has criteria for quality for the
learning environment created
Are there any differences according to the
different placement settings (eg. clinical,
catering, nursing home etc)?

5

The Awarding Institution (HEI) must have
policies and procedures by which it is
able to satisfy itself that i) the appropriate
standards for the approval of practice
placement are in place and ii) their ongoing quality of delivery of learning is
clear.

Documents present to indicate policies and
procedures were in place.

6

The practice placement is a partner in
delivery of the curriculum & must have a
formal agreement of the roles and
responsibilities including termination of
an agreement.
Information, support and guidance
materials should be available and drawnup by the practice placement partners
and Awarding Institutions (HEIs) in
consultation
Early warning systems of potential
difficulties with the placement opportunity
or student progress must be clearly
articulated.

Is there a formal agreement between
partners?
Are responsibilities of the Partners working
together written in the agreement?

7

8

1

Do they have these materials? How it is
made available for each partner?

Do the materials contain such a practice,
Guidance?

EFAD 2010 –see appendix 14

8

9

10

11

12

13

Students will be expected to demonstrate
the use of reflection and its use in lifelong
learning whilst on practice placement; the
Awarding Institution (HEI) should prepare
the students for this process adequately
The practice placement and Awarding
Institution (HEI) will make clear the role,
responsibilities and entitlements the
student may expect while on their
placement.
Clear procedures should be in place and
known to all if problems occur during the
practice placement or a complaint needs
to be made.
The Awarding Institution (HEI) should
provide clear guidance for the practice
placement partner on procedures for
monitoring and reporting at the end of the
placement.

There should some recognition in the
assessment criteria for the placement.

The Awarding Institution (HEI) should
provide appropriate support and
training for the teachers and
supervisors.

There is indication that meetings, or written
in a guide or made as virtual meeting or
some others is available to the teachers in
practice.
Staff Development for all those teaching
students

Is there a document on it? (role,
responsibilities and entitlements)

Are the procedures written in any of the
supporting documents?

Is there a sheet for monitoring and
reporting?
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3.0 Results of the assessment of the submitted documents
3.1 To develop a database with supporting materials
A Database has been established and 34 Higher Education Institutes (HEI) provided data
which is filed on the DIETS2 website (www.thematicnetworkdietetics.eu). This represented
a response rate of 34 out of 62 HEIs in the DIETS2 Network or 55% response. In total 16
countries were represented.
3.2 Criteria used for assessing practice placement documents
The 13 (plus two subdivisions) selected criteria were used to identify in the documents that
had been submitted the presence or absence of the relevant documentation to identify
whether that criterion had been identified and presented by the HEI.
Table 2 shows the results of the mapping of documentation against the criteria. The
mapping undertaken by members of the work package that spoke the language of the
documents proved to be a difficult task as not all members of the work package spoke all the
languages of documents submitted. In total 15 (44%) sets of documents were evaluated
against the criteria.
Only two HEIs met all 15 standards in their documentation. The range for the other was
between 1 – 14 standards; the mean being 10 standards. The standard on outcomes (1)
was met by 13 of the 15 HEIs but whether outcomes (1a) were also formulated for a variety
of placements was only met by 10. The least well met criteria was number 13 ‘provides
appropriate support and guidance for teachers and supervisors’ only 3 HEIs provided
evidence of meeting this criteria. Only 6 HEIs provided evidence of meeting criteria
concerning the quality of the learning environment and criteria and 7 provided information to
the student about what they should do if they found themselves in difficulty.
Overall the results reflect great diversity and some criteria that have not been met.

3.3 Examples of good or best practice.

Documents were selected to illustrate good or best practice and are presented in the
appendices. The selection is purely the opinion of the members of the Working Group
developing this document. However it is the opinion of those reviewing the documents that
they represent a valid sample of the documents posted on the DIETS2 website. All the
documents are available on the DIETS2 website and are in a folder marked ‘Database for
placement teachers’.
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Table 2: Mapping of Standards against Documentation Supplied by the Higher Education Institution Partner

There is a document
where formulated learning
outcomes are set for
practice placement
Different outcomes are set
for different settings (eg.
clinical, catering, nursing
home etc)

1a)

2

3

There is a document with
learning outcomes for
practice placement
teachers and academic
staff
Learning outcomes are
assessed appropriately.
(According to the document
uploaded, the way of
assessment is clearly
described. (eg. meets the
following criteria:
comparable, repeatable,
transparent, honest and
meaningful))

-

x

x

x

x

-

x

-

-

x-

x

-

71

47

1

40

Standard
met

-

x

71

Plantijn

x

45

Plymouth

x

44

Pecs

x

7

Umea clinical

x-

51

Thessaloniki

x

95

Thomas More
BE

33

Bern

20

St. Pölten

48

Leuven
Univesity
College, BE

Joanneum

Charite

61

Umea
administrative

1

93

Harokopio
University

Criteria/Partner numbers

Crete

Std

Tirol

Partners

Semmelweis

(x) = present in documents posted on the DIETS2 website (-) = no information posted

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

1315

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

-

x

11

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

-

12

x

x

-

-

x

x

x

-

-

x

x

x

810

11

Standard met

Pecs

-

x

x

-

x

-

x

x

-

-

-

x

-

7

x

-

-

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

-

-

-

-

-

8

-

x-

-

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

-

x

x

911

x

x

-

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

13

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

9

x

x

x

St. Pölten

Plantijn

Umea clinical

-

Plymouth

Harokopio
University

Umea
administrative

Thessaloniki

x

Leuven
Univesity
College, BE

-

Joanneum

Thomas More
BE

7

Bern

6

The HEI has policies and
procedures for evaluation
of practice placements
being appropriate for
learning and providing the
quality
The HEI uses a formal
agreement where roles
and responsibilities of all
partners are described
Manual, guidelines or
other document describes
how information, support
and guidance materials
are available and drawnup by the practice
placement partners and
HEIs in consultation (eg.

Charite

5

Semmelweis

4a

The HEI has developed
academic standards and
general criteria for quality
for the learning
environment.
There are specific criteria
for each practice
placement (eg. clinical,
catering, nursing home
etc)

Crete

4

Tirol

Partners

HEI does invite each year the
practice placement partners
to share developments in the
institution and in the work

12

field)

-

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

-

9

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

12

Standard met

-

x

Plantijn

-

x

x

Plymouth

x

x

Pecs

-

x

Umea clinical

-

-

Umea
administrative

x

Harokopio
University

x

x

Thessaloniki

-

Thomas More BE

-

Bern

-

St. Pölten

x

Leuven Univesity
College, BE

-

Joanneum

Charite

10

Semmelweis

9

Early warning systems of
potential difficulties with
the placement opportunity
or student progress are
clearly articulated. (Eg. It is
described how and how
many times the HEI
teacher will consult or/and
visit the institution where
the practice placement is
fulfilled)
Rules are set in which
way students have to write
a report which includes
reflection on the learning
outcomes set in the
practice placement
The role, responsibilities
and entitlements the
student may expect while
on their placement are
described in a manual

Crete

8

Tirol

Partners

13

Standard met

Harokopio
University

x

-

-

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

-

8

x

x

x

-

x

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

13

-

x-

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

x

-

-

-

x

-

34

7

610

8

5

11

10

13

13

16

16

12

11

1

14

10

St. Pölten

Plantijn

Thessaloniki

-

Plymouth

Thomas More
BE

-

Pecs

Bern

-

Umea clinical

Charite

x

Leuven
Univesity
College, BE

Semmelweis

-

Joanneum

Crete

In the manual procedures
are described, what
students or the practice
placement organisation
should do in case of
problems.

Tirol

11

Umea
administrative

Partners

(This could also be a part of
the practice placement
agreement between all
partners.)

12

13

Clearly written guidelines
for monitoring and
reporting at the end of the
placement are set in the
manual
HEI provides appropriate
support and training for the
teachers and supervisors
(eg. held as a meeting, or
written in a guide or made as
virtual meeting, or there are
trainings, meetings,
workshops for practice
placement teachers, within
and outside of the HEI)

How many standards were
assessed as having been met

-

14
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4.0 Discussion
In 2010 the EFAD European Practice Placement Standards for Dietetics (EFAD, 2010) were
published as part of the guidance issued by the Federation to support the European
Academic European Academic and Practitioner Standards For Dietetics (EFAD, 2005).
Until 2005 there were no European standards for the education of dietitians although many
member states had developed their own. As a result of the work EFAD National Dietetic
Associations and Higher Education Institutes came together, under the aegis of an EU
Thematic Network for dietitians to further develop standards for higher education of
European dietitians particularly with respect to placements. This project has been able to
look, three years after the publication of the Placement Standards, which were the result of
an evidence based approach taken in 2009 (DIETS Report 2, 2009), at the implementation
or evidence that those standards are being currently used in the education of new dietitians.
It is gratifying to note that many of the standards are being met and that appropriate
paperwork is being presented and shared with other dietetic educators. However it is
disappointing that only six of the viewed 15 placement documents reviewed had information
about how the HEI supported the placement with respect to the quality of the learning
environment. It is known that the placement environment is crucial (NCVER, 2007; Perry
and Borg-Myatt, 2007) to the learning experience and that clarity between ‘employers’ and
HEIs over expectations requires standardisation (Wilks and Hemwsorth, 2011). The clarity
of goals has been seen as critical to a successful placement learning experience (CIPD,
2012:18) and it was particularly noteworthy that only four sets of documents did not have
clear learning outcomes. Preparation of the placement teachers is also crucial for a
successful learning experience and in 2008 (page 6) Margo et al said ‘teaching vocational
subjects successfully may be more challenging than teaching academics subjects’.
Investment in supporting practice placement teachers is therefore of a high priority. Student
dietitians will spend up to one third of the their academic experience in their practice
placement and writing in 2000 Darling-Hammond has said about school teaching that ‘the
most effective way of raising education quality is to modify teacher education and
recruitment.’ It is hard to see that this is not also applicable to dietetic placement teachers.
Conclusion
The HEI documents reviewed showed that those represented had included information
which would support the EFAD Standards for Practice Placements (2010). However there
was not one HEI that could be seen to meet all the standards and this then requires more to
be done to support students in this most critical part of their education to become dietitians.
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Appendix 1 Learning outcomes of placement contribute to the overall
academic programme
A number of higher education institutes (HEI) are governed by regulations enacted
by law. An example from Tirol is used here as illustration. This clearly stipulates
what should be in place the interpretation, paperwork and the guidance from the HEI
is still required.

Arrangement of education
Article 3. (1) Education shall be designed in such a way that theoretical education is coordinated,
combined and goes hand in hand with the teaching of practical competences and skills.
(2) Within the framework of theoretical education,
1. technical-scientific foundations, profession-specific relationships and work processes
shall be taught, and
2. practical know-how and skills shall be acquired, practised and reflected on in practical
exercises organised in small groups.
(3) The following principles shall apply to the implementation of practical in-service training
pursuant to Annexes 10 to 16:
1. Practical training shall be patient-oriented.
2. The practical application of theoretical subjects shall be continuously and increasingly
reinforced and deepened in in-service training.
3. Practical in-service training shall correspond to a minimum of 25% of the work performed
in three training years (overall workload) by a student in order to ensure the completion of
the practical training fields listed in Annexes 10 to 16.
4. The performance of practical training pursuant to Annexes 10 to 16 shall be documented
in a training report by the student. Personal data shall not be included in the report. The
documentation shall be drawn up in an anonymous form.
5. The performance and documentation of the individual in-service training parts shall be
assessed. Opportunities shall be provided for repeating in-service training or parts thereof
with a negative assessment.
6. The successful completion of in-service training shall be required for admission to the
bachelor examination before the examination commission.
7. A sufficient number of appropriate and technically suitable places for in-service training in
hospitals or other facilities, provided that they can ensure the acquisition of the required
knowledge, skills and competences, shall be ensured by appropriate agreements (cooperation
agreements), with the great majority of in-service training places being in
hospitals.
8. An in-service training place is suitable for practical training if the required human and
material resources as well as the performance of the therapeutic or diagnostic measures
and procedures laid down in Annexes 10 to 16 for the individual fields of the discipline in
question are ensured.
9. Within the framework of practical training, guidance shall be provided in agreement with
and with continuous feedback to the relevant teachers of the bachelor course at
universities of applied sciences.
10. At in-service training places, it shall be ensured that a technically competent person
pursuant to Article 5 shall provide guidance and continual support to a maximum of two
students at a time (supervisor-student ratio 1:2).
Section 2
Minimum requirements to be met by students, teachers and guidance during in-service training
Minimum requirements to be met by students
Article 4. Admission to a bachelor course providing education for higher clinical-technical
professions at universities of applied sciences shall require that the students have the necessary
18

profession-specific and medical fitness for exercising the profession in the discipline in question.
Fulfilment of this requirement shall be checked in an admission procedure.
Minimum requirements to be met by teachers for profession-specific and medical subjects
Article 5. (1) Teachers for profession-specific subjects included in bachelor courses providing
education for higher clinical-technical professions at universities of applied sciences shall have
completed an education course for higher clinical-technical professions.
(2) Teachers for medical subjects included in bachelor courses providing education for higher
clinical-technical professions at universities of applied sciences shall have completed education as
medical doctors.
(3) In exceptional cases, technical and medical subjects may also be taught by persons who,
based on their specific qualifications and professional experience, are particularly suited for teaching
special subjects.
Minimum requirements for guidance during in-service training
Article 6. In practical in-service training pursuant to Annexes 10 to 16, guidance shall be
provided by competent subject specialists who:
1. have at least one year of specialised professional experience in a professional field
relevant for the in-service training in question, and
2. are suitable in pedagogical terms.
Rauch-Kallat
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Appendix 2

Learning outcomes must be clear

The University of Plymouth students spend weeks 1-3 in a placement to observe organisation of clinical
routines and dietetic function. Their main placements are as follows:
Learning Outcomes
4-16 weeks
17-29 weeks

LO1

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
demonstrate the ability to communicate at a level appropriate
to the patient.

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
demonstrate the ability to communicate at a level appropriate
to patients seen in this placement.

Communication with
individuals information gathering
and active listening,
using available
resources

Range statement- In at least 2 different settings e.g. inpatients and out-patients and with at least 2 different client
groups e.g. young adults and elderly.

Range statement- In at least 2 different settings e.g. inpatients and out-patients and with at least 2 different client
groups e.g. young adults and elderly

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• consistently listen attentively to patients and care givers
(active listening)
• recognise and respond to the non- verbal cues of the
patient
• provide information and respond to patient concerns
• to conduct and complete a patient/client interview
demonstrating appropriate communication skills including
information gathering with the use of suitable visual aids
• undertake appropriate and reliable accounting, verbal
feedback and written documentation

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• consistently listen attentively to patients and care givers
(active listening)
• recognise and respond to the non- verbal cues of the
patient
• provide information and respond to patient concerns
• control and maintains the direction of the interview
• summarise the meeting/interview, close the
meeting/interview
• to conduct and complete a patient/client interview
demonstrating appropriate communication skills
including information gathering with the use of suitable
visual aids
• undertake appropriate and reliable accounting, verbal
feedback and written documentation within a given time
frame
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Learning Outcomes

4-16 weeks

17-29 weeks

LO2

By the end of the period of placement the student will be able
to give oral presentations demonstrating they are appropriate
for the given audience in content, presentational style, timing
and use of suitable visual aids

By the end of the period of placement the student will be able
to plan, deliver and evaluate an oral presentation
demonstrating appropriate content and presentational skills
including use of suitable visual aids and time management

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• prepare and present a talk of at least 10 minutes to a
group of dietitians (selecting appropriate content and
delivery)

Please note: the student needs to be able to plan deliver
and evaluate at least one of the talks below. All talks should
be delivered within a specified time frame.

Communication
(presentations and
facilitating groups)

LO3

Effective
communication with
dietitians and other
health professionals

•

present a talk to a patient/non dietetic staff group

•

prepare a talk on health promotion which would help
individuals to make changes

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
explain factors that impact on effective handover to dietetic
colleagues and other members of the Multi-Disciplinary Team
(MDT).
Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• explain the role of dietitian as part of MDT and the
impact/effect that the dietitian can make on outcome
working within this team
•

explain the effectiveness of a dietitian working outside a
MDT and the strengths/limitations on outcome expected

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• prepare and present a talk of at least 10 minutes to a
group of dietitians (selecting appropriate content and
delivery)
•

present a talk to a patient/non dietetic staff group

•

prepare a talk on health promotion which would help
individuals to make changes

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
demonstrate effective handover to colleagues and other
members of the MDT team and explain the impact that
dietitians have as part of the team and how this differs from
working alone in primary and specialist areas.
Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• explain the impact that they have had as part of a team,
using patients seen in both primary care and specialist
areas and how this was different from working alone
• explore and consider the effectiveness of a dietitian
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•

discuss the factors that are important in effective handover
to a dietetic colleague?

•

working on their own (outside a MDT) and the
strengths/limitations on outcome expected
discuss the factors that are important in effective
handover to a dietetic colleague?

Learning Outcomes

4-16 weeks

17-29 weeks

LO4

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
consistently work through the Nutrition and Dietetic care
Process and be able to demonstrate the use of these skills with
a range of patients.
Range statement -Patient groups will contain young
adults/elderly in different settings (e.g. in-patients / outpatients) where the patients seen will have reduced levels of
dietetic/clinical complexity appropriate to this stage of practice
placement.

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
consistently work though all stages of the Nutrition and
Dietetic Care Process and be able to demonstrate the use of
these skills with a range of client groups.
Range statement- Client groups will contain young
adults/elderly in different settings (e.g. in-patients / outpatients) where it is expected that patients managed on this
placement will be more complex than those seen previously
during weeks 4-16.

Nutrition and Dietetic
Care Process

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• identify and assess nutritional need (assessment)

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• identify and assess nutritional need (assessment)

•

•

formulate and identify a nutritional and dietetic diagnosis
(nutrition diagnosis)

formulate and identify a nutritional and dietetic diagnosis
(nutrition diagnosis)

•

•

formulate and plan nutrition and dietetic intervention
(nutrition intervention)

formulate and plan nutrition and dietetic intervention
(nutrition intervention)

•

•

implement nutritional intervention (intervention)

implement nutritional intervention (intervention)

•

•

describe and demonstrate (if possible) monitoring,
evaluation and review of nutrition and dietetic intervention
prepare a care plan, demonstrating how the collection
and use of information from a variety of sources has been
used

•

monitor, evaluate and review the nutrition and dietetic
intervention (consider management statistics and
performance indicators)
prepare a care plan, demonstrating how the collection and
use of information from a variety of sources has been used

•

•

list the factors which affect the individual’s compliance with
dietary advice and describe strategies used to overcome
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these in both disease states and health promotion for three
patients seen during the placement

Learning Outcomes

4-16 weeks

17-29 weeks

LO5

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
reflect on their practice and identify areas that could be
improved.

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
demonstrate both reflection on practice and reflection in
practice and be ready to identify areas that could be improved
through discussion or writing.

Reflection in and on
practice

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• write and analyse their reflections on their practice at defined
intervals, describing how their practice has changed and what
has led to that change (reflection on action)
•

LO6

identify their own strengths and weaknesses, through the
process of reflection, and develop a plan to build on strengths
and overcome weaknesses.

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
demonstrate through adherence to performance indicators
below a level of professional behaviour / attitude and practice
required during weeks 4-16 of a dietetic placement

Maintain professional
Performance indicators
responsibility and
The student demonstrates they are able to:attitude demonstrating
ability to maintain
• plan care while observing confidentiality, relevant
legislation, e.g. data protection act, national and local
confidentiality and
standards.
ensure anti• speak, write and undertake other forms of communication
discriminatory
which are consistent with the promotion of equality and
diversity.

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• write and discuss how practice and advice was modified
through acting on information obtained during the
intervention (reflect in action)
•

through the process of reflection identify their own strengths
and weaknesses and develop a plan to build on strengths
and overcome weaknesses

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
demonstrate through adherence to performance indicators
below a level of professional behaviour/attitude and practice
acceptable for an entry level dietitian.
Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:•

plan care while observing confidentiality, relevant
legislation, e.g. data protection act, national and local
standards.

•

speak, write and undertake other forms of
communication which are consistent with the promotion
of equality and diversity.
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practice

•

ask relevant questions at appropriate times

•

ask relevant questions at appropriate times

•
•

listens to and respects others
use their initiative whilst being aware of the limitations of
their knowledge and experience

•
•
•

•

know when and how to obtain advice and guidance.

•

seek opportunities for additional involvement and expand
self -knowledge by seeking out others, reading current
journals, partaking in journal clubs and case discussions.

listens to and respect others
challenge and report sources of discrimination
show how they seek additional involvement/ use their
initiative whilst being aware of the limitations of their
knowledge and experience

•

know when and how to obtain advice and guidance

•

provide an example of how the process of audit or
research has resulted in changes to dietetic practice

•

seek opportunities for additional involvement and expand
self -knowledge by seeking out others, reading current
journals, partaking in journal clubs and case discussions.

LO7

By the end of the placement the student should be able to
manage their allocated tasks punctually and in a professional
manner.

By the end of the placement the student should be managing
their time and working professionally as an entry level
dietitian.

Time management

Range statement- see 2-3 patients per clinic session
(depending on complexity or whether the patients are new or
review patients).
Note:- Clinic sessions would normally be 2½-3 hours long and
have a minimum of 2 patients

Range statement- the number of patients seen in a clinic
setting will depend on the complexity of the case load but for
out- patient clinics this will normally mean running full clinics
of 4-8 patients.
Note:- Clinic sessions are 2½-3 hours long

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• manage available time and resources when completing
tasks that are allocated
• work to specific time scales e.g. being punctual, producing
work such as case studies and patient reports on time.

Performance indicators
The student demonstrates they are able to:• manage available time and resources when completing
tasks
• work to specific time scales e.g. being punctual,
producing work such as case studies and patient
reports/consultations on time.

•

manage a given workload e.g. on a ward, in an outpatient
clinic or group session.

•
•

Prioritises and manages a given workload e.g. on an
allocated ward, in an outpatient clinic or group session
adhere to NHS Trust and other standards eg outpatient
waiting times
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Appendix 3 Assessment of Learning Outcomes
Bedömningen skickas till:
Annica Nylander

UNDERLAG FÖR BEDÖMNING
Verksamhetsförlagd utbildning för
kostvetare, 7,5 hp

Namn student:

Umeå universitet,
Institutionen för kostvetenskap
90187 Umeå

…………………………………….

Underlag för bedömning
Syfte med verksamhetsförlagd utbildning
Syftet med den verksamhetsförlagd utbildning är att den studerande skall förvärva praktiska färdigheter
inom yrket och utveckla sin förmåga till ett professionellt förhållningssätt samt sin förmåga till reflektion
och problemlösning.
Skriftligt omdöme till grund för betyg
Efter avslutad praktik görs ett skriftligt omdöme av dig som handledare om studentens
kunskapsutveckling. Din bedömning görs utifrån kursplanens förväntade studieresultat (FSR) och utgör
underlag för studentens betyg.
Mitt omdöme som handledare är följande:
(Kursplanens förväntade studieresultat (FSR) - se bifogad kursplan)
Kan studenten efter slutförd praktik visa:
insikt i organisationen, dess arbetssätt och styrning, samt även dess administrativa rutiner och
tekniska hjälpmedel.
Ja
Nej
Kommentarer handledare

att den självständigt kan planera och genomföra överenskomna arbetsuppgifter på ett
tillfredsställande sätt
Ja
Nej
Kommentarer handledare

att den kan tillämpa sina teoretiska kunskaper i den praktiska verksamheten (t.ex.
matsedelsplanering, näringsvärdesberäkning, arbetsledning)
Ja
Nej
Kommentarer handledare
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att den kan identifiera och hantera professionella relationer med privatpersoner och andra
yrkesgrupper med avseende på respekt, integritet, empati och kommunikation, samt visa
förståelse för andras uppfattningar som grund för samverkan.
Ja
Nej
Kommentarer handledar

Handledarens namn

……………………………………………………………………………

Arbetsplats och ort

……………………………………………………………………………

Datum och underskrift ……………………………………………………………………………
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HAROKOPIO UNIVERSITY
EL. VENIZELOU 70, 176 71 ATHENS – Phone:+30210 9549100, FAX: +30210 9577050

DEPARTMENT OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
Student name:

Clinic - Hospital:

Supervisor name:

Date:

Parameters assessed

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Not
Applicable

1. Professionalism
2. Nutrition knowledge
3. Interviewing and counselling skills
4. Nutritional assessment and nutritional care
plan design
5. Documentation (presentation, clarity etc.)

Comments:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Also see Bern documents on the DIETS2 website
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Assessment and Progression for Learnning Outcomes on placement weeks;
14-16; called a B Placement in Plymouth

29

Progression on placement weeks; 17-29 called a C Placement in Plymouth
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Appendix 4 Awarding Institution is responsible for academic standards

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING
TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE (T.E.I.) OF CRETE

HEALTH AND WELFARE FACULTY
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN NUTRITION & DIETETICS
Aim, duration, places of the practical training
Article 1
Aim of the practice placement training (PPT).
1. The students of the Technological Educational Institutes (T.E.I.) are obliged to do practical training
during their studies according to the provisions of this decree.
The practical training is checked by the relative faculties and has as aim:
a. the awareness of the trainees on the organization and function of the production units and services, on
the social, financial and technological factors that affect the working conditions as well as the active
participation of the students in the procedures and methods of production or service offer.
b. the correlation of the theoretical and laboratorial knowledge that has been obtained during their studies
with the problems of the implementation places.
c. the contact of the faculties of T.E.I. with the sites of production and applied research for the creation of
an interactive relation

Appendix 5 Policies and procedures for approval of placements
31

Robert Gordon University
Aberdeen

Approval process and forms for Dietetic placements.
Adapted from the
University Dietetic Education Group documentation (2005)
Index

Section 1. Guideline for approval process for placements.
1.1

Where placements have not been previously approved.

1.2

Where other placements have previously been approved.

1.3

Changes to the training programme.

Section 2. Flow diagram of the approval process for placements.

Section 3. Placement profile.
3.1

Placement profile form.

3.2

Placement profile information.

SECTION 1. GUIDELINE FOR APPROVAL PROCESS FOR PLACEMENTS.
1.1 Where placements have not been previously approved:
32

1.1.1

Programme and approval documentation to be submitted to the placement facilitator or
equivalent.

1.1.2 The placement facilitator or equivalent will co-ordinate and arrange:a review of the planned programme and placement paperwork,
institutional visit.(Appendix 1)
The programme review and dietetic department visit will be carried out by a representative from
the HEI and an experienced practice educator who has a minimum of three years experience
training students.
1.1.3

The aim of the visit will be to:
Discuss the planned programme
Address and discuss dietetic departmental training needs related to practice education.
Ensure that student training programme is supported by the wider institution and
management structure.
Address any issues raised about the placement programme.
Sign off the approval form, complete the Practice Placement Report and provide a copy
for lead practice educator and HEI.
Set guidance as to when the next approval / follow up visit is required, if applicable.
Determine yearly student training capacity.
Discuss plans where possible for extending placement provision.

1.2 Where other placements have previously been approved.
:
1.2.1

Programme and approval documentation to be submitted to the placement facilitator or
equivalent.

1.2.2 The placement facilitator or equivalent will co-ordinate and arrange a review of the planned
programme and placement paperwork.
The documentation review will be carried out by a representative from the HEI and an experienced
practice educator who has a minimum of three years experience training students, and include reference
to previous placement approval and annual monitoring reports.
1.2.3

1.2.4

The aim of the documentation review will be to:Discuss the planned programme
Address and discuss dietetic departmental training needs related to practice education,
for the placement.
Address any issues raised about the placement programme.
Sign off the approval form, complete the Practice Placement Report and provide a
copy for lead practice educator and HEI.
Set guidance as to when the next approval / follow up visit is required,if applicable.
Determine yearly student training capacity.
Discuss plans where possible for extending placement provision.
A visit will only be arranged if an approval decision is unable to be made on the documentation
alone.

1.3 Changes to the training programme
1.3.1 An approval visit will only be necessary if the approved programme requires major changes. This
could be for example:33

the introduction of a joint placement of 4 weeks or more.
if organisational changes require the training programme to be altered.
If the named trainer changes, which should be notified to the placement facilitator.
SECTION 2. FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE APPROVAL PROCESS FOR PLACEMENTS.
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SECTION 3. PLACEMENT PROFILE
3.1. PLACEMENT PROFILE FORM.
(TO BE COMPLETED BY THE LEAD PRACTICE EDUCATOR.)
NAME OF LEAD PRACTICE EDUCATOR: __________________________________________________

TITLE: __________

DEPARTMENT: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TEL. NO: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

FAX NO: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

E-MAIL: _____________________________________________________________________________________
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SECTION 3.2. PLACEMENT PROFILE INFORMATION
(TO BE COMPLETED BY THE LEAD PRACTICE EDUCATOR.)
Question

Comments & observations.

How many students on this placement will the department take at any
one time?

What is the dietetic whole-time equivalent?

What is the dietetic support worker whole-time equivalent?

How many students will you be able to take over 12 months?

Please attach the organisations’ management structure including
details of the dietetic department’s organisational structure.

Please provide details of the training the dietetic department have
received in preparation for training dietetic students? (If required
continue on a separate sheet.)

Name of course

Dates

Nos of staff

Please provide details of the arrangements for accommodating the
students e.g. in the dietetic department, library facilities, hot desks with
supervising dietitian, and living accommodation.
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Will you be able to provide the students with a honorary contract?

Can the student access occupational health facilities?

Who was involved in the decision to take students? e.g. dietetic
department, directorate, named trainers line manager.

Does the senior management team support the decision to start preregistration practice based learning?

Have you considered how you will monitor the quality of your
placement? Please detail.
.
If you are not doing so already will you be able to extend your training
capacity to take students for other placements? Please give details.
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Please attach copies of the following:• Draft programme for visit
• Pre-placement information
• Student welcome pack
• Outline programme for placement duration.
• Individual weekly programmes with aims and learning activities /
outcomes
• Supervision and mentoring arrangements
• Feed forward forms
• Assessment tools & mapping of assessments
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Appendix 6 Practice Placement is a partner

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING
TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE (T.E.I.) OF CRETE

HEALTH AND WELFARE FACULTY
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN NUTRITION & DIETETICS
Article 7
The supervision task of the members of T.E.I. teaching personnel is taken place as part of
their educational teaching and it is considered a regular teaching occupation of two weekly
teaching hours.
For any possible moving of the supervisor outside the T.E.I. establishment the provisions in
force are valid.
We assign the publication and execution of this Decree to the Ministry of National Education
and Religion.
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Appendix 7 support and guidance materials available

See DIETS 2 website for information from
Bern
Thomas More
Thessoloniki
Harokopio University
UMEA Clinical
UMEA Administrative
Plymouth
Plantijn
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Appendix 8 Early warning systems in place: example from Plymouth
University
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Appendix 9

Reflection

Questions to facilitate students reflection on clinical reasoning
What did you identify as the nutritional / dietetic problem for this patient?
What data from your assessment led you to this conclusion?
What stopped you from moving to the next phase?
What would help you move forward?
Considering your experience of seeing this patient do you have any concerns with
Knowledge / skills / understanding / or confidence when seeing this type of patient?
How can we help to support you with this?
Questions to facilitate reflective discussion
Did the patient(s) have any concerns or issues?
How did you address these (were these acknowledged)?
Did the patient(s) understand the information provided, how do you know that the
information provided was understood?
What decisions / goals / key messages were made today? (Was the patient involved in
this process?)
Did you provide the patient with choices? (Use appropriate resources/supporting
material?)
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Appendix 10 Clarity on role and responsibilities for students

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING
TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE (T.E.I.) OF CRETE

HEALTH AND WELFARE FACULTY
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN NUTRITION & DIETETICS
Rights and obligations of the trainees
Article 5
1. Except the cases of article 2 paragraph 2 of this decree, the students’ PPT is paid. The
payment of the students is defined according to the provisions in force.
2. During the eight six month PPT, the trainee – student can, for serious reasons, be absent
for five (5) working days in total. The absences are registered to the book of PPT, they are
authorized and signed by the supervisor and approved or disapproved by the Head of the
Department according to paragraph 6 of this article.
3. The trainee at his/her working place, is obliged to follow the security and working rules as
well as any other regulation that is valid for the personnel of the business or the institute. Not
excusable absences or violation of the work regulations can lead to the interruption of the
occupation. In this case the student is obliged to repeat next semester the whole procedure of
finding new position in order to complete the remainder of the PPT according to paragraph
1 of article 2 of this decree.
4. Each trainee keeps a book of PPT in which he/she writes down every week, the amount of
work he/she was occupied with, as well as the summary description of the working duties
he/she was assigned to do. Every weekly registration is checked and signed by the students’
trainer in charge of the business or institute.
5. After the PPT has been completed, the student submits to the secretariat of the T.E.I.
Department he/she is registered in, the following:
a. The book of PPT, properly filled in with the number of the weekly reports, the time and the
object of occupation, his/her days of absence and his/her performance.
b. Any other document (such as the book of insurance etc) that is related to the PPT and may
be asked by the secretariat of the Department.
6. The Head of the Department to whom the documents of the PPT are submitted, decides if
they are accepted or rejected.
In case of rejection the council of the Department decides, taking into account the student’s
application form, for the duration and the object of occupation that have to be done
complementarily or on the other hand cancels the Head of the Department’s decision of
rejection and accepts the documents.
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What is the student’s role?
The student should arrive at the placement familiar with the paperwork, the learning
outcomes of the placement and with learning needs derived from the previous
placement. These should be discussed with the educator and used to inform the
development of the learning agreement throughout the placement.
The student should complete the learning agreement in conjunction with the educator
during Week 2 and ensure that it is referred to during weekly supervision sessions.
The student must ensure that the weekly agreement is updated/re-negotiated to reflect
current objectives. This will also serve to measure the level of student performance in
relation to the competencies required to pass the placement.
It is essential that the student is aware of their performance at all times during the
placement, in relation to the assessment competencies. The learning agreement must
be updated during each weekly supervision session, and signed by both educator and
student, in order that both parties are clear about actions required during the subsequent
week (or such time-scale as is appropriate).
The practice educator should ensure that the views held by the student about their
strengths and limitations are correct and provide appropriate feedback. For example, if
the student perceives that he/she can “initiate appropriate contact with patients”, but the
educator has evidence that this is not the case, the educator must raise this with the
student and together they address this area
Preparation - both student and educator must prepare the weekly supervision meeting.
The student should use their weekly review forms and action plans to aid discussion.

GENERAL INFORMATION TO ASSIST THE PRACTICE
EDUCATOR AND THE STUDENT
The importance of giving good quality feedback
Be specific - all feedback must be supported with specific examples of performance or
behaviour. Feedback must be constructive. If educators give negative feedback, the
information should be delivered clearly and without ambiguity. DO NOT give negative
feedback if you cannot identify areas for improvement.
Give regular feedback - it is essential that students are aware of their progress and their
own level of competence throughout the placement. Feedback at the halfway and the
final report stages should not come as a surprise to the student. Don’t forget to give
feedback to those students who are doing well.
Feedback should be given as soon as possible after an activity. For beginning students
give feedback immediately, for progressing students at the end of the session for
students in consolidating weeks at the end of each day.
Share ideas - both student and educator should contribute to the supervision process.
Ideas about improving performance should come from both student and the practice
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educator. The student should be encouraged to share information about the placement
experience with the educator.
Check out understanding - the practice educator should ensure that the student
understands the feedback being given. When feedback is negative and the student is
required to improve their performance, the educator should offer direct advice and
evidenced examples. The student needs to understand how their performance will have
a direct effect on the outcome of the placement.
Failing student - if the student is likely to fail at halfway or at the final assessment, this
must be clearly communicated to the student, and the clinical coordinator at Plymouth
University notified at the earliest possible opportunity.
Keep a record – the educators should keep their own record of the supervision sessions
in line with best practice.

Study time
Students are allocated the equivalent of one half day each week for study throughout
their placement. Study time should operate flexibly to meet the demands and routine of
the placement and practice educator. It should not be assumed that Friday afternoon will
automatically be allocated, as there may be reasons where it is appropriate for another
morning or afternoon to be used.
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Appendix 11 What to do if problems: instructions for students?

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING
TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE (T.E.I.) OF CRETE

HEALTH AND WELFARE FACULTY
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN NUTRITION & DIETETICS
Organization and supervision of practice placement training.
Article 4
1. Taking into account the suggestion of the general assembly of the Department as well as
the view of the Institute of Technological Education (I.T.E.), the outline of the program of
PPT is determined and published together with the program of studies of each department.
2. Each student who is going to do PPT completes an application form in which he/she states
one or more institutes or businesses he/she is interested in being occupied. The committee of
PPT of paragraph 5 of this article puts the students to the existing positions after their
application forms have been evaluated and informs each employer of the students who are
going to be trained.
3. In cases of students’ training in working positions belonging to another T.E.I. territory, the
supervision is entrusted to members of the T.E.I. teaching personnel that is closer to the place
of the PPT after views between the relevant departments have been exchanged.
4. The members of the T.E.I. teaching personnel who have the supervision of the trainees –
students, visit the places of the PPT, get informed about the object of their occupation by
talking to the trainees – students themselves as well as the man who is in charge of them.
5. At each department of T.E.I. a committee of PPT is formed and it consists of three (3)
members of teaching personnel and two (2) representatives of the students who are elected by
the majority of the students of the department. The main aim of this committee is the
coordination of the activities related to the practice placement training.
The committee concerns for:
a. the searching of new positions of PPT and notifying these particular positions
b. the estimation of the suitability of the working areas in which the PPT is going to take
place.
6. The administration of the institutes in which the students are trained, is obliged, in terms of
the social offer, to contribute, in any possible way, to the best training of the trainees. Thus, it
assigns a man in charge, who may be either one who has finished T.E.I. - University or a
Faculty related to the speciality of the trainees and he/she must have sufficient working
experience. He/She is responsible for:
a. supervising the work and performance of the trainees
b. submitting proposals to the management of the business or institute regarding the
improvement of the working conditions and education of the trainees.
c. cooperating with the supervisor of the particular T.E.I. for the effective training of the
students.
7. In cases that the administration does not follow the guidelines of the program of the
students’ occupation or occupies them in different fields, it is possible the training in this
particular working place to stop, when the committee of the PPT of the department makes
this decision.
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The committee cares for finding, as a matter of priority, new working positions for the
students whose PPT interrupted in this way. In this new case, the student completes only the
remainder of the PPT according to article 2 paragraph 1 of this decree.
8. If during the PPT, the trainee realizes that he is not occupied with matters concerning
his/her field of interest, he/she must state it, in writing, to both the man who is in charge of
the working area and the supervisor of the department of T.E.I. and it is him/her that decides
if there is reason for changing the student’s working position. If the decision is positive the
supervisor collaborates with the committee Aim, duration, places of the practical training

Appendix 12 Monitoring and reporting at the end of the placement
5.4 Evaluation and assessment form (Audenaerde, C.M. c.m.audenaerde@hhs.nl)
Student on work placement
Surname and first name
Address
Postcode and place
Telephone number
Email address
:

:
:
:
:
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Organisation accommodating work placement
Name organisation
:
Location
:
Name working
practice supervisor:
Address
:
Postcode and place
:
Telephone number
:
Email address
:
Educational institute
Name educational institute
Course
Name supervising lecturer
Address
P.O. Box
Postcode and place
Telephone number
Email address
:
Additional details
Work placement period

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:

from/until

Role 0 Professional practitioner at HBO level
Product a

General HBO qualifications

Product b

Personal development plan (PDP)

Data and remarks

Remarks student on work placement

Assessment

Role 1 Practitioner

Product 1

Dietary diagnosis

Product 2

Treatment plan

Product 3

Nutritional or dietary advice
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Product 4

Supervision/coaching

Product 5

Reporting/evaluation

Product 6

Care file

Product 7

Protocol/guideline

Data and remarks
Remarks student on work placement
Assessment

Role 2 Advisor
Product 8

Nutritional advice

Product 9

Quality plan/Nutritional policy plan

Data and remarks
Remarks student on work placement
Assessment

Role 3 Public information officer
Product 10 a

Public information plan

Product 10 b

Publication information material

Data and remarks
Remarks student on work placement
Assessment

Role 4 Nutrition manager
Product 11

Marketing plan

Product 12

Quality plan

Data and remarks
Remarks student on work placement
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Assessment

Role 5 Entrepreneur
Product 13

Business plan

Product 14

Department plan/activities plan

Data and remarks
Remarks student on work placement
Assessment

Role 6 Researcher
Product 15
Product 16
Product 17

Research set-up
Research report (emphasis on practice)
Research report (emphasis on research)

Data and remarks
Remarks student on work placement
Assessment

Final result
Final advice
Data and remarks
Remarks student on work placement

The student on work placement must raise his performance to a sufficient level on the
following points:
Place:

Date:

Signature working practice supervisor:

Name in capitals:

Signature student on work placement:

Name in capitals:
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Appendix 13 Support and training of the teachers: from Plymouth University (A)
(specific programmes for teaching placement teachers available – contact DIETS2/Secretariat
at www.efad.org)
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Appendix 13 Support and training of the teachers: from Flemish HEI’s (B)

Beste stagementor,
Vanaf dit academiejaar en meer bepaald vanaf januari 2013, verlopen de evaluaties van de
stages van de laatstejaarsstudenten voedings- en dieetkunde van de zeven hogescholen op
dezelfde wijze.
Hiervoor werdeen evaluatie-instrument uitgewerkt door een werkgroep van de Commissie
Onderwijs van de Vlaamse Beroepsvereniging voor Voedingsdeskundigen en Diëtisten
(VBVD). De zeven hogescholen hebben hiervoor samengewerkt. Bij het uitwerken werden
ook mentoren betrokken die studenten begeleiden van meerdere hogescholen. Het project
kwam tot stand met financiële ondersteuning van het Departement Onderwijs en Vorming
van de Vlaamse Overheid in het kader van een oproep rond “Werkplekleren”. De
projectleiding was in handen van Mia Verschraegen, opleidingsvoorzitter van de HoGent.
Deze samenwerking wordt nu uitgebreid naar alle stagementoren. Gezien jullie actieve rol in
het leerproces van de student op de werkplek en het belang van een voor alle partijen
duidelijke wijze van evaluatie, organiseren wij met financiële ondersteuning van de VBVD,
op verschillende tijdstippeninformatiesessies. Bedoeling is jullie te informerennog voor de
aanvang van de stages na de semesterexamens. Een aantal sessies gaat nog deze maand
door, een aantal in januari.
Het programma ziet er per sessie als volgt uit:
20 min
10 min
60 min
mentor
30 min

Ontvangst met koffie
Intro door de VBVD
Voorstelling van het stage-evaluatieconcept (met focus op student,
en begeleider hogeschool)
Vragenronde

Planning december:
Maandag 17 december van 16u15-18u15
Katholieke Hogeschool Leuven,
Departement Gezondheidszorg en Technologie, gevestigd te Herestraat 49, 3000 Leuven
Dinsdag 18 december van 13u30-15u30 Plantijn Hogeschool van de Provincie
Antwerpen, Departement Toegepaste Wetenschappen en Onderwijs, Kronenburgstraat
47, 2000 Antwerpen
Dinsdag 18 december van 18u30-20u30 Hogeschool Gent, faculteit Mens en Welzijn,
studiegebied Gezondheidszorg, Keramiekstraat 80, 9000 Gent
Donderdag 20 december van 18u30-20u30
Katholieke Hogeschool Brugge –
Oostende Campus Brugge, Xaverianenstraat 10, 8200 Brugge
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Planning januari:
Dinsdag 8 januari van 13u30-15u30
Erasmushogeschool Brussel,
Departement Campus Jette, Laarbeeklaan 121, 1090 Jette
Donderdag 10 januari van 16u00 -18u00
Gebroeders Desmetstraat 1, 9000 Gent
Maandag 14 januari van 16u30-18u30
Geel, Kleinhoefstraat 4, 2440 Geel

Katholieke Hogeschool St- Lieven,

Thomas More, Life Sciences, Campus

Om organisatorische reden vragen wij om via deze link in te schrijven voor een sessie naar
keuzein december met vermelding van het aantal personen. Wil a.u.b. in het onderwerp van
de mail aangeven voor welke sessie je inschrijft, bijvoorbeeld:
Onderwerp: sessie Plantijn of sessie KHLeuven of sessie HoGent of sessie KHBruggeOostende. De lokalen worden bevestigd na inschrijven.
Via mail volgt nog een oproep voor inschrijving voor de sessies in januari.
Mogen wij vragen om deze uitnodiging te verspreiden onder jullie collega’s stagementoren?
Wij zien uit naar jullie komst. Tot binnenkort.
Namens de stagecoördinatoren en de opleidingshoofden, -voorzitters en –coördinatoren van
de zeven hogescholen
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Appendix 14 European Practice Placement Standards for Dietetics (EFAD,
2010); taken from the published document
These 18 Standards should be established for all dietetic placements and work-based
learning placements as good practice to ensure the quality of the learning experience while
on placement. They are explained more fully in 3.0 and their evidence base is at 4.0 of the
final report (EFAD, 2010).

Practice Placement Learning Outcomes
Standard 1

Learning outcomes must be set for the practice placement(s) and must
demonstrate how they contribute to the overall aims for the programme,
normally through ECTS credit rating.

Standard 2

The learning outcomes must be clear to the practice placement teacher,
student and academic member of staff.

Standard 3

The learning outcomes must be assessed appropriately.

Responsibilities for Academic Standards and Quality
Standard 4

The Awarding Institution (HEI) is responsible for the academic standards
and quality of all learning environments including practice placements.

Standard 5

The Awarding Institution (HEI) must have policies and procedures by
which it is able to satisfy itself that i) the appropriate standards for the
approval of practice placement are in place and ii) their ongoing quality of
delivery of learning is clear.

Standard 6

The practice placement is a partner in delivery of the curriculum & must
have a formal agreement of the roles and responsibilities including
termination of an agreement.

Responsibilities of the Partners working together
Standard 7

Both parties will agree on the responsibilities of each other with respect to
achieving a quality student learning experience
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Standard 8

Information, support and guidance materials should be available and
drawn-up by the practice placement partners and Awarding Institutions
(HEIs) in consultation.

Standard 9

Early warning systems of potential difficulties with the placement
opportunity or student progress must be clearly articulated.

Responsibilities and Entitlements of Students
Standard 10

Students will be expected to demonstrate the use of reflection and its use
in lifelong learning whilst on practice placement; the Awarding Institution
(HEI) should prepare the students for this process adequately

Standard 11

The practice placement and Awarding Institution (HEI) will make clear the
role, responsibilities and entitlements the student may expect while on
their placement.

Standard 12

Clear procedures should be in place and known to all if problems occur
during the practice placement or a complaint needs to be made.

Support for the Practice Placement Partners
Standard 13

The Awarding Institution (HEI) should provide clear guidance for the
practice placement partner on procedures for monitoring and reporting at
the end of the placement.

Standard 14

The Awarding Institution (HEI) should provide appropriate support and
training for the teachers and supervisors.

Staff Development for all those teaching students
Standard 15

All staff within the Awarding Institution (HEI) or the practice placement
must have appropriate access and be encouraged to undertake staff
development in order to maintain a high quality learning experience for
students.

Standard 16

Staff development should be monitored and regularly reviewed to ensure
maintenance of competence.

Monitoring and evaluation of the student experience
Standard 17

Regular planned meetings between the practice placement partners and
awarding institution, with student involvement, should be used to improve
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quality and advance understanding of the effectiveness of placement
learning.
Standard 18

Monitoring and evaluation should be shown to bring added benefit and
improvement to the development of the curricular, the Profession and
academia.
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Appendix 15 Database of dietetic placement documents available on the DIETS2 website (www.them
HEI/University

Title document

Content

P1 Plymouth UK

Checklist Approval Dietetic Practice
Placements

Criteria for selection of PP

Placement B (Building = year 2) Learning
Outcomes

General aims, learning outcomes

Placement C (Consolidation = year 3)
Learning Outcomes

General aims, learning outcomes, learning outcom

Placement A (Awareness = year 1) Learning
Outcomes

General aims, learning outcomes s, learning outco

B Assessment Tool 4

Assessment document of placement B : Working w

B Assessment Tool 3

Assessment document of placement B : Evaluating
& interventions

B Assessment Tool 2

Assessment document of placement B :
Communication skills

B Assessment Tool 1

Assessment document of placement B :
Collecting and recording information

Competencies

National competences & HOF major competences
Professional products

Assessment guidelines

Main principles to aim for in developing an assessment system

2

EN

Placement handbook 2012-13

Guidebook PP students :

68

EN

-general guidelines,
-methods assessment & documents,
- portfolio,
- role& assistance of student & practice educators,
- support of students & practice educators
P7, 8, 9,10,11,40,
95 HEI Flanders
Belgium

Standardized assessment form for all HEI’s
Flanders 2012-13

Evaluation form for Clinical, Preventive and Administrative
PP

8

EN

P7 Thomas More
Kempen Belgium

Training manual Practice Placement Trainers

Practice Placement guidebook Clinical, Catering, Choice
placement (Public health,

35

NL

42

NL

-general rules
-general information
- method of assessment
- assessment documents

Training manual Students

Training manual Clinical, Catering, Choice placement

60

- general information
- portfolio, assignments
- role of student, PP trainer, supporting teacher
- method of assessment
- assessment documents

Training manual Practice Placement
Teachers (Practice Placement abroad)

Training manual mentors Clinical, Catering, Choice placement

24

EN

2

EN

- general rules
- general information
- portfolio, assignments
- role of student, PP trainer, supporting teacher
- method of assessment
- assessment documents

P8 Catholic
University
College Ghent Belgium

Evaluatie stagementor

Evaluation of the student by the practical trainer coach

61

P10 Erasmus
HEI, Brussels,
Belgium

P11 University
College Ghent,
Belgium

Evaluatie stageleider

Evaluation of the student by practical trainer supervisor

2

EN

Stagegids

Training Manual Clinical, Catering, Public health

23

NL

Beoordeling van de stage

- General information
- General rules, contract
- Method Assessment
- Role of mentor and supervisor
- Portfolio & assignments
Assessment form practice placement general -

3

NL

Evaluatieformulier docent stage

Interim assessment form clinical placement

2

NL

Evaluatieformulier gevalstudies

Assessment form case study during clinical practice placement

2

NL

Stage-evaluatieformulier

Assessment form practice clinical placement

3

NL

Zelfevaluatie document

Self reflection document

3

NL

Richtlijnen Grootkeuken en hygiëne stage

Guidelines catering Practice placement

7

NL

4

EN

Vision on internship

- Aims
- Planning activities
- Portfolio & assignments
Final qualifications, legal bounderies, points, choice PP,
objectives, coaching, assessment

62

Checklist individueel advies

Checklist individual counseling : criteria assessment

7

NL

Evaluatieformulier individueel advies

Assessment form individual counseling

3

NL

Bevraging studenten stageplaats

Evaluation students quality practice placement

2

NL

Checklist groepsadvies

Checklist group counseling : criteria assessment

3

NL

Evaluatieformulier groepsadvies

Assessment form group counseling

2

NL

Leidraad gevalstudie

Guidelines casestudy : step plan

5

NL

Checklist gevalstudie

Checklist casestudy : criteria assessment

5

NL

Richtlijnen reflectieverslag

Guidelines reflection report

1

NL

Evaluatieformulier stageverslag

Assessment form portfolio

4

NL

Evaluatieformulier stageverslag VDK2
observeerbaar gedrag

Assessment form portfolio BA year 2 – observable attitudes
(performance indicators)

6

NL

Assessment form students practical
placement

Assessment form Catering Management

2

EN

Assessment form case study

Assessment form case study 1-2-3

2

EN

Assessment form Work place report

Assessment form Work place report (portfolio)

2

EN

Checklist interview

Checklist interview –criteria verbal dietary recall

2

EN

Guidelines case study

Guidelines case study including dietary recall : step plan

2

EN

Assessment form practical placement

Final evaluation of knowledge and insight, skills, behaviour.

3

EN

63

P16 Czech
Association of
Nurses/Section of
Nutrition and
Nutritional care

P20 Charité –
Universtätsmedizi
n Berlin,
Germany

Smlouva TN SA Student 2012

Contract practical placement between school and practice
placement

3

CS

Smlouva TN VS Student 2012

Contract practical placement between school and student

3

CS

Smlouva zahrani

Contract of mutual cooperation

4

CS and
EN

Zahranicni

Procedure about administration before practice placement

1

CS

Berlin Fo Vereinbarung

Contract HEI- Practice Placement

1

DE

Auftrag Beratung

Content of , tasks during practical training. Area : nutritional
and dietary advice

4

DE

Auftrag Geriatrie Vivantes

Content of , tasks during practical training. Area : geriatrics

6

DE

Auftrag Beratung nach NCP 2012

Content of , tasks during practical training : Intervention
Nutrition

6

DE

Auftrag Diät gemeinschaftsverplegung

Content of , tasks during practical training : catering - dietetics

4

DE

64

P27 Instituto
Politéchnico de
Bragança,
Portugal

P33 Joanneum
University of
Applied Sciences,

Auftrag Kokü gemeinschaftsverplegung

Content of , tasks during practical training : catering – cooking
techniques

3

DE

Nachweisblatt Diätetik 2010

Record sheet PP Dietetics 2010

1

DE

Nachweisblatt Koch-Kü 2010

Record sheet PP Cooking techniques 2010

1

DE

Grelha Avaliaçao o Tutor Estagio I

Evaluation of the tutor, first year practice placement,
assessment criteria

1

PT

Grelha Avaliaçao do Orientador Estagio III

Assessment of student, third year practice placement,
assessment criteria

1

PT

Grelha Avaliaçao do Orientador Estagio II

Assessment of student, third year practice placement,
assessment criteria

1

PT

Grelha Avaliaçao do Orientador Estagio I

Assessment of student, third year practice placement,
assessment criteria

1

PT

Pedagogical Guide Practice learning third
year

Aims, regulation of practice operations, functions and duties of
all assigned : students, host institutions, supervisor, tutor and
school

14

EN

Practice placement assessment tool

Assessment of student, with photo, 2007-2008

2

PT

Praktikumsbeurteiling 2012

Assessment Clinical placement

6

DE

Austria
65

Allgemeine Richtlinien Praktikum

Guidelines for practical placement

3

DE

Diatologischer Prozess 2011

Assessment of Dietetic intervention

5

DE

Kompetenzerwerb

Self evaluation acquisition of competences

4

DE

Praktikumleitfaden

Manual Practical placement

15

DE

Assessment Clinical placement

Number of hours and ECTS of 5 different Internship
periods
- Content
- Assessment
- Instructions internship
- Basic activities student (?) Grundsätze
- Competences student
- Description dietetic intervention
- Content of different levels of practice placement
Assessment form

3

EN

Guidelines practice placement :

17

ES

- Objectives
- Methodology
- Instructions content Portfolio
- Thesis
- Assessment – self evaluation
Guidelines Clinical placement 2011-2012

6

ES

-

P34 University of
San Pablo,
Madrid, Spain

Cuaderno de practicas en Oficinas de
Farmacia 2011-2012

Practicum Cuaderno

-

Instructions content portfolio
Thesis
Evaluation
66

P38 University
Institute of
technology Lille,
France

Evaluacion practicum en investigacion

Assessment document for research placement

2

ES

Evaluacion practicas- escuela de hosteleria

Assessment document for catering placement (1)

2

ES

Evaluacion practicas - deporte

Assessment document for sport nutritional education

2

ES

Evaluacion practicas – cattering 2

Assessment document for catering placement (2)

2

ES

Evaluacion practicas - cattering

Assessment document for catering placement (3)

2

ES

Evaluacion practicas hospitalarias

Assessment document for Clinical placement

2

ES

Evaluacion practicas obesidad

Assessment document for nutritional intervention obesity

2

ES

Grille Evaluation mémoire 2007

Assessment thesis during practice placement

2

FR

Assessment form practical placement

Assessment form for final industrial placement or project

2

EN

Imprimé info stage Diet 2007-2008

Guidelines for practice placement in hospital, catering,
prevention :

14

FR

2

FR

- General information
- Guidelines assessment and assignments/thesis
- Assessment form thesis and practice placement

Stage hospiJL2011 : “Fiche d’évaluation de

Assessment form for clinical placement

67

stage en milieu hospitalier”
P40 University
College Plantijn
Antwerp,
Belgium

Stagevademecum 12-13 VD Plantijn
Belgium

P 44 Higher
Technological
Education
Institution of
Thessaloniki
School of Food,

Odigos 2011 : “οδηγός πρακτικής άσκησης”

Training manual :

55

NL

20

EL

1

EL

General information education program
Guidelines PP : aims, basic competencies for clinical
& catering (in hospital/ food industry) PP
- Contract university-PP-student
- Guidelines for practice placement trainer
- Guidelines Assessment and assignments
- Assessment documents food industry, clinical
placement in hospital / home, prevention, clinical
placement.
Assignments students
-

Guidelines practical placements

Greece
P45 Harakopio
University,
Greece

ΕΝΤΥΠΟ ΑΞΙΟΛΟΓΗΣΗΣ ΦΟΙΤΗΤΗ
2011 - 2012

-

Student evaluation form

Plan Nutritional Assessment Harakopio

Nutritional assessment and nutritional care plan

3

EN

Assessment checklist Harakopio

Assessment checklist Clinical Placement

1

EN

68

P47 University of
Pécs, Hungary

Hungarian Feedback

Document PPTrainer uses to give feedback to the student
during Clinical Placement

1

HU

P48 Semmelweiss
University,
Hungary

Catering unit public catering internship

Syllabus : aims and content catering unit internship

1

EN

Clinical Dietetics internship

Syllabus: aims and content Dietetic practice and management
in internal medical units of hospital

1

EN

Dietetics of elderly internship

Syllabus: aims and content Internship home elderly

1

EN

Paediatric dietetics internship

Syllabus: aims and content internship paediatric unit hospitals

1

EN

Practical dietetics internship

Syllabus: aims and content Dietetic practice and management
in different units of hospital

1

EN

Surgical dietetics internship

Syllabus: aims and content Dietetic practice and management
in surgical medical unit of hospital

1

EN

Catering Unit internship

Syllabus : aims and content of Catering internship

1

EN

Elelmezes Gyak

Learning outcomes and syllabus of catering unit placement

2

HU

Gyaldiet Gyak

Learning outcomes and syllabus of practical dietetic placement

1

HU

Gyakorlati leckekönyv minta

Final evaluation of students at placements

3

HU

Gyerek gyak

Learning outcomes and syllabus of paediatric dietetic
placement

1

HU

Idos gyak

Learning outcomes and syllabus of dietetics of elderly

1

HU
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placement

P50 Dublin
Institute of
Technology,
Ireland

Klindiet Gyak

Learning outcomes and syllabus of clinical dietetic placement

1

HU

Kozetk Gyak

Learning outcomes and syllabus of public catering placmenet

1

HU

Seb Gyak

Learning outcomes and syllabus of surgical dietetic placement

1

HU

BSc human nutrition & Dietetics Practice
placement education Guidelines 2013

Practice placement education guidelines for Practice Placement
B:

44

EN

- Learning outcomes and performance indicators
- Learning outcomes and their Competency Criteria
- PP B assessment form
- Student Reflection Log
- Guidelines for PP for students and educators
- Module Descriptors Placement B
Summary of Competency Criteria for PPB
PT3 Catering Management Assessment
Form

Assessment of students progress during catering placement

4

EN

Reflective diary 2007

Reflective journal for students during Community Nutrition
and Dietetic Placement

4

EN

PT4B

Report from Base training Hospital to Community
Placement – to be completed by PP trainer
Summative Assessment of student progress : community
nutrition and dietetic placement

1

EN

PT1 Form Template

Student details for base training hospital

2

EN

Project Management Checklist GF 2007

Community Placement Management Project Checklist

1

EN

PT2B with changes

-

70

Guidelines for Students Key Characteristics

Practical Exercises for students to Demonstrate Key
Characteristics

2

EN

Guidelines for dietitians correcting Key
Characteristics

Guidelines for students undertaking key characteristics

2

EN

3

EN

Guidelines for dietitians correcting students Key
Characteristics documentation
Community Nutrition and Dietetics
Assessment PCCC

Community Nutrition and Dietetics Placement
Formative Assessment: Primary, Community and Continuing
Care Placement (PCCC)
Evidence for learning outcomes 1 and 3

PT5 Base Form

Assessment of student progress on completion of training

5

EN

PT2B Community

Summative assessment of student progress:

1

EN

community nutrition and dietetics placement
PT2 Form

Clinical placement evaluation form

3

EN

PT2 Complementary Form

Clinical placement evaluation form with additional questions
for complementary training

3

EN

Copy PT4A

Report from base training hospital to

1

EN

3

EN

Complementary training hospital
Community Nutrition and Dietetics
Assessment Working with Groups

Community Nutrition and Dietetics Placement
Formative Assessment: Working with Groups (WG)

71

Evidence for learning outcome 3
P51
Fachhochschule
St-Pölten, Austria

Allgemeine Praktikumsbeschreibung NEU
2010

Description of content of all practice placement periods :

14

DE

- Number of ECTS
- Objectives
Learning activities and assignments for students
Beschreibung der praktischen Ausbildung

Practical agreements for students during practice placement

1

DE

Beurteilungsbogen AKLD 1&2

Assessment Clinical placement 1&2

1

DE

5

DE

Diätologischer Prozess- Dokumentationsblatt

-

Document for nutritional assessment

Nachbei uber Bandkontrollen

Proof of band control in kitchen

1

DE

Nachweis AKLD Ergaenzungen

Proof of fulfillment of tasks and reached level of autonomy

1

DE

Nachweis Diabetikerschulung

Proof of fulfillment of tasks during diabetic training and
reached level of autonomy

1

DE

Praktikumbeschreibung AKLD 1

Description of content of practice placement period 1 :

4

DE

4

DE

- Number of ECTS
- Objectives
Learning activities and assignments for students
Praktikumbeschreibung AKLD 2

Description of content of practice placement period 2 :
- Number of ECTS
- Objectives
Learning activities and assignments for students

72

P55 Kaunas
University of
medicine,
Lithuania

P59 HAN
University of
Applied Sciences,
The Netherlands

Public health nutritionist pract placement
evaluation

Assessment of competences of student and description of
required documents/reports by student

2

LT

Public health nutritionist pract placement
regulation

Regulation of practice placement : definitions, necessary
documents, tutor

2

LT

Evaluation and assessment form

National Assessment form : assessment of different “roles” and
products

8

EN

Stagehandleiding engels

National work placement manual

52

EN

-

P61 TEI
(Technological
Education
Institute), Crete

General aspects : objectives, competences, roles,
parties involved
Quality criteria for the work placement
Organization and content
Professional roles and professional products
Assessment and assessment form

Stagecontract engels

National Contract for practice placement

10

EN

Practice placement training book English

Book of Practice Placement Training, kept by the student

14

EN

-

Instructions
Presidential decree
Sheet with personal information student
Sheets for students for field analysis, report
Assessment form , report and remarks supervisor

73

Sheet for overview activities
Practice placement training guide English

Regulation of practice placement training

7

EN

- Aim, duration, rights and places of PPT,
- Participation process-supporting documents
- PPT supervision
- Facilitations & obligations of students
Insurance
P65 Higher
School of Health
technology
Lisbon, Portugal

P68 University of
Algarve, Portugal

Folha cálcolo Ell

Assessment form

1

PT

Guiao estagiol I

Description of internship I : objectives, activities and tasks
students

2

PT

Guiao estagiol II

Description of internship II : objectives, activities and
tasks students
Regulation of practice placement training I & II

2

PT

6

PT

1

PT

Regulamento di estagio 2012-13

Classificacao Or. Interno 2012-13

-

- Competences
- Enrollment in courses
- Course units
- Activities, attitudes and assessment of student
Assessment of practice placement by practice placement
teacher

Ficha Avaliacao Relatorio 2012-2013

Assessment of report by practice placement teacher

1

PT

Classificacao Or. Externo 2012-13

Assessment of practice placement by practice placement

1

PT

74

trainer
Classificacao Apresentacao Oral 2012-13
P71 Umea
University,
Sweden

Submap : Umea
administrative
dietitian

Assessment of oral presentation by practice placement
teacher
Content of Clinical training in the dietetic program

1

PT

2

SV

Evaluation of the students at the end of the
placement

Assessment form of the students at the end of the placement

2

SV

Ongoing evaluation of the student during the
placement

Assessment template for ongoing evaluation during placement

2

SV

Information and guidelines

Guidelines for the placement to ensure the quality of the
training

2

SV

Tutoring before and after a meeting with a
patient

Tutorial related to patient conversations for feedback
teacher/trainer

1

SV

Basis of assessment Clinical training in food
safety

Assessment form of basic skills in food safety

1

SV

Basis of assessment Field work in Food and
nutrition

Assessment form of basic skills in menuplanning,
management, ….

1

SV

Field work in food and nutrition

Content of practice placement within the domain of food and
nutrition (administrative dietitian)

2

SV

Food safety inspection placement

Content of practice placement within the domain of food safety
(administrative dietitian)

2

SV

Syllabus

-
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P74 University of
Primorska
College of Health
Care, Slovenia

Practical training II

Nutritional Counseling: guidelines, commitments and
supporting documents for students

69

SL

54

SL

24

DE

Areas : clinical, elderly and health promotion
Practical training I

Nutritional Counseling : guidelines, commitments and
supporting documents for students
Areas : food processing and food quality in the industry
food establishments for various target groups of consumers
governmental and non-governmental organizations

P92 The Hague
University of
Applied Sciences,
The Netherlands

See P59 : National Documents

P93 FHG
Zentrum für
gesunheitsberufe
Tirol – University
of Applied
sciences, Austria

Praktikumsleitfaden Diaet BSc 2011-2014

Internship guide
Goals
Competences
Statutory requirements
Organization & duration
Review work placements
Assessment + documents
Accompanying lecture
Contract with practice placement and student +
documents & insurance
- Duty of the students
- Tasks of practice placement
Document : permission to use anonymous data of patients
-
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English Vorl.Anlagen MTD-en Beilage 2.1

Annex 4 : technical-methodological qualifications of dietitians
Annex 13 : minimum requirements to be met by practical
training of dietitians

English Vorl. FH-MTD-AV -en Beilage 1.1.

P95 University
College Leuven,
Belgium

Legislative provisions : ordinance of the Federal Minister for
Health, including practical training

3
pages
out of
18

EN

3

EN

Beurteilungsbogen wissenschaftlich DIAET
2011-03-15

-

Assessment form academic part of practice placement

4

DE

Beurteilungsbogen allgemein DIAET 201103-15

-

General assessment form practice placement

4

DE

Beurteilungsbogen klinisch DIAET 2011-0315

Assessment form clinical placement

4

DE

Richtlijnen stageverslagen sem 6 2010-11

Guidelines report practice placement, clinical setting

2

NL

Overzicht opdrachten stage

Summary document for assignments practice placement

1

NL

Logboek stage-uren

Summary document for worked hours PP

2

NL

Evaluatieformulier labo stage sem 6 2010-11

Assessment form laboratory internship

5

NL

Evaluatie Klin stage sem 6 2010-11

Assessment form clinical internship

6

NL

Draaiboek klinische stage V&D sem 6 10-11

Guidebook clinical internship

13

NL

-

Requirements practice placement
Goals
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- Tasks practice placement teacher, trainer and student
- E-portfolio
- Assessment + document
Contract between PP, HEI and student
P95 University of
Granada, Spain

Guide Practical Training

P97 University of
Navarra, Spain

Assessment sheets

P99 University of
Gothenburg,
Sweden

- Student's academic requirements
- Responsibilities practice placement and HEI
- Organization practice placement
- Assessment + documents
- Contract HEI – Practice placement
Assessment form placement in hospital, catering, public health,
nutrition& sports, geriatrics, other practical placements

20

ES

9

EN

Guide Practical Training

Guidelines and assignments of work placement report :
clinical, public health, catering, laboratory & food industry,
food & pharmaceutical industry, sport center, geriatric center

8

EN

Practical training curriculum

Practical training curriculum with aims and activities in diverse
work placements, guidelines students & practice placement
centers, legal coverage & insurance

4

EN

1

SV

7

SV

University Goteborg Kriterier för bedömning
av obligatoriska moment VFU T6 VT 2012

University Goteborg Bedömningsinstrument
VT 2012

-

Compulsary criteria for assessment

Assessment document work place training
- instructions for evaluation
- criteria for evaluation
- assessment form

78

Submap :
Gothenburg
documents

Submap : English
documents

Curriculum

Curriculum of applied training in clinical nutrition : content,
learning outcomes, assessment

4

SV

Manual for supervisors

Checklists : 1)Prior to receipt of the student dietitian ,
2) First meeting with the student
- Responsibility between students and supervisors
- Model for patient consultation
- Reflection Model
- Content conversation assessment
Evaluation of the manual

10

SV

Bedömningsunderlag för verksamhetsförlagd
utbildning

Basic assessment form for Clinical training

1

SV

Kriterier för bedömning

Criteria for evaluation : mid term and end call

1

SV

Underlag för halvtids-och slutsamtal student

Basic assessment for mid-term and end calls student

1

SV

Study guide Administrative Di Gotheburgh
University

Study guide for practical training Food management :
aim, content, assignments students (written report),
oral exam
Checklist activities practical training food management

1

EN

1

EN

Checking list administrative Di Gotheburgh
University
P101
Hanzehogeschool
Groningen,

-

-

See P59 : National Documents
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University of
applied sciences,
The Netherlands
Robert Gordon
University
Aberdeen, UK

Approval process and forms general
Aberdeen UK

Bern
Fachhochschule,
Switserland

Rahmenvertrag_Vorlage 17/10/2011

Ausbildungsvertrag ab 2012 Vorlage

13

EN

Framework agreement about the practical training of students
specialist area of health

5

DE

Contract between HEI and Work placement

3

DE

4

DE

Approval process and forms for Dietetic placements
- Guidelines
- Flow diagram
- Placement profile form
- Placement approval form
Guidance for practice educators on institutional visits

Training German Praktikum 1
Modulbeschreibung

-

Description of Module Internship with competences
and learning content

Clinical practice assessment criterias
German StatKriterien.

Criteria with indicators for assessment Clinical internship

4

DE

Consultation_Assessment_German_BerBeur
t BFH feb08.

Assessment form for consultation

4

DE
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University of Vic,
Spain

Example of first time practical placement
training German Praktikum 1
Modulhandbuch 12-07

Guidebook Practice placement

19

DE

Consultation Assessment Criterias German
BerKriterien BFH feb08

Criteria with indicators for assessment Consultation

4

DE

Clinical practice assessment German
StatBeurteilung

Assessment form for Clinical internship

4

DE

Additional material to example of practical
placement training GermanA3 ÃƒÅ“bersicht
Kompetenznachweise 06-08

Overview of achieved competences during different internship
(evolution)

1

DE

Dietotherapy placement dossier VIC 200809

Guidebook for work placement

13

EN

- Competences Bachelor
- Overview module
- Allocation of responsibilities
- Preparation
- Proof of competences
- Quality assurance in the practical training
- Concrete example
Assessment forms

- Professional Profile of the Dietitian-Nutritionists trained at
the UVic
- Study Programme
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- Justification of Placements
- General and Specific Objectives of the Placement
- Functions of the Tutor
- Norms Governing Placements
- Placement Assessment Form
- Recuperation of Placement Time Form
- Guidelines for the student’s Placement Report

University of
Montpellier,
France

Evaluation catering first year students

- - Guidelines for the Clinical Case Study
Description of catering placement first year

2

FR

1

FR

- Objectives
- Content
- Report
Assessment
Evaluation form second year students

Assessment form for students for evaluation of work
placement
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